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The Research and Curriculum Unit, located in Starkville, MS, as part of Mississippi State
University, was formally established in 1965 to foster educational enhancements and
innovations. Formerly a division within the College of Education, the RCU became a research
center in 1999 under the Office of Research and Economic Development. In keeping with the
land-grant mission of Mississippi State University, the RCU is dedicated to improving the
quality of life for Mississippians. The RCU enhances intellectual and professional development
of Mississippi students and educators while applying knowledge and educational research
to the lives of the people of Mississippi. The RCU works within the contexts of curriculum
development and revision, research, assessment, professional development, and training.
For more information about the Research and Curriculum Unit, please visit the RCU's website
at www.rcu.msstate.edu.

VISION

The RCU's vision is an innovative, equitable and sustainable economy for
Mississippi.

MISSION

The RCU is dedicated to preparing a resilient and self-sufficient workforce
through service, learning, and research.
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MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR
The RCU team approaches each year focused on how to impact education
in Mississippi by improving opportunities for students to graduate college
and career ready. For us, education is about jobs. It is about understanding
workforce needs, knowing state and federal policies, and listening to teachers
and administrators who are using best practices to improve opportunities and
results.
The foundation of the RCU’s success is our people. Every person at the RCU
persistently proves we have a team that simply “gets things done,” and this
annual report highlights three: Betsey Smith, Sean Owen, and Bhanupriya
(Bhanu) Shanmugam.
About three years ago, I challenged Sean to assume responsibility for the
assessment center. At the time the Mississippi Department of Education
(MDE) needed us to deliver more tests to more students. Since then, the
number of students tested across the state continues to increase while the “uptime” for the system nears 100% and the error rates in items moves to almost
zero. Thanks to Sean, our assessment center delivers over 40,000 quality
assessments each year, and the number just keeps growing.
In January, Betsey moved into the roll of associate director for career and
technical education. As our contractual commitment to CTE deliverables
continued to increase, it was important to task someone with full oversight
on this contract so that I could focus more of my time on finding and
diversifying funding streams. Betsey was the perfect choice to take the lead
on CTE. Her counseling and teaching backgrounds help her keep everyone
focused on student success and developing practical CTE programs. Betsey
brings a calm confidence to managing a large team that serves more than
3,000 CTE teachers across the state.
One of our youngest team members, Bhanu is a brilliant solution finder. As a
graduate assistant, she demonstrated the kind of work ethic and knowledge of
data systems that we needed. Now, as a full-time employee, Bhanu continues
to demonstrate an innate drive to constantly improve our data systems. Her
MBA degree from Mississippi State gives her an edge in understanding how
organizational systems, like those in education, are interconnected.
In addition to the above personnel features, this annual report details projects
touched by every staff member at the RCU.

Julie Jordan, PhD
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FROM GRADUATE ASSISTANT TO PROJECT MANAGER

Shanmugam brings her talents to the RCU full-time
BY HEATHER CRAIG
When Bhanupriya
Shanmugam arrived
at the Research and
Curriculum
Unit
(RCU) as a graduate
research
assistant
pursuing
her
Master of Business
Bhanupriya
Administration
Shanmugam
(MBA), she brought
with her a bachelor’s
degree in electronics and communication
engineering and work experience from
an information technology company.
Her work as part of the data team at the
RCU complemented the minor she was
pursuing in data systems.
Shanmugam was a stellar MBA student,
celebrated by her professors and winning
Best Q&A at the Southeastern Conference
MBA Case Study Competition last spring.
After completing her degree, the RCU
welcomed Shanmugam as a project
manager in Applications Solutions/
Information Technology.
Working at the RCU provides unique
professional
opportunities
for
Shanmugam. Foremost, she enjoys the
creative freedom and unrivaled support
she receives at the RCU. Shanmugam
excitedly described her work on the
Mississippi Principal Evaluation System
(MPES) Circle Survey report, a project
4

she is particularly proud of, saying she
enjoyed the fact that she was given “full
responsibility for creating the report.”
She noted how much the people at the
RCU trust one another to complete
assignments at the high level funding
agencies expect while maintaining a
collegial environment.
The MPES Circle Survey was the largest
single project Shanmugam worked on
as a graduate assistant—she wrote and
developed it herself from a large amount
of data that covered survey responses
from 3,500 people on 1,500 principals
from schools throughout the state. Even
so, she says she “never felt alone” while
working on the report because the people
of the RCU brought her lunches, offered
assistance, and showed interest on where
she stood in her work. When the report
was completed after putting in double
hours, Shanmugam said that her
colleagues “celebrated” her work
with a party, something she had
never experienced before.

allows her to see the big picture of a
project, something Shanmugam finds
exciting and challenging. In addition
to her work on the MPES Circle Survey
reporting, Shanmugam also builds reports
for a number of other projects at the RCU,
including the Mississippi Career Planning
and Assessment System, Second Edition
and numerous professional-development
courses, workshops, and sessions.
Small-town life has taken Shanmugam
by surprise. The time she might have
spent commuting in a larger place is time
available for cooking nutritious meals
and traveling with her husband, she said.
Shanmugam describes the life in Starkville
as being a “resort life” in many ways—she
is able to work hard in a place that she
enjoys, and is constantly encouraged by
the friendliness of Starkville residents.

Since becoming project manager,
the RCU’s data reporting server
has been upgraded to one that
Shanmugam believes offers
more flexibility for analyzing
data and building reports. She
emphasized that she enjoys her
new full-time role, which better Shanmugam (left) confers with fellow project manager
Lynn Eiland.

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING
Through Professional Learning, the RCU helps educators perfect their craft of teaching. Using
versatile teaching styles combined with the latest technological delivery methods, we encourage
educators to implement innovative teaching strategies to instruct an increasing population of diverse
learners. Professional learning seminars are based on a philosophy of continuous improvement
measured by student performance that identifies areas where additional educator learning is
necessary.

FACE-TO-FACE TRAINING
The RCU transitioned
thousands of MS
educators to a custom
Canvas platform.

4
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• Over 2,900 participants completed
face-to-face training sessions.

HYBRID TRAINING
• Over 1,000 teachers participated in
the RCU's online courses.

New COOL (Certification Of Online Learning)
courses were developed focusing
on targeted needs of education.

Participants completed the Vocational
Instructor Preparation program.
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MISSISSIPPI

ASSESSMENT CENTER

112
130

42,297
26,545
2013

+63 %
2014

42,297

20
73

227

Teachers participated in
alignment, reliability,
and validity reviews and
facilitated test days.

Teacher assessments
administered for IC3,
NCCER, and Propulse.

819

6

232
72

Item alignment,
reliability, and validity
reviews conducted.

1,692
2013

Students tested
electronically.

2014

+96

%

Secondary tests developed.

MS-CPAS2
MS-CPAS2 assessments implemented, including an
estimated 24,200 MS-CPAS2 items delivered.

MS-CPAS2 items, or 0.30% of the 24,200 items,
credited during the item-analysis process.

IMPROVEMENTS IN ERROR RATES

3%

Student certification
assessments provided.

Postsecondary tests developed.

2

%

2.38%

0.30%

2.86%

2013-2014

24,200 items reviewed
72 items credited

1%

0.82%
2010-2011

2011-2012

13,025 items reviewed 12,700 items reviewed
310 items credited
363 items credited

2012-2013
23,300 items reviewed
191 items credited

COMMUNITY
OUTREACH AND
SERVICE
Columbus-Lowndes Habitat for Humanity
Board of Directors
Exchange Club of Columbus
Grassroots Animal Rescue
Hands of Hope
Healthy Starkville Committee Executive
Council
Junior Auxiliary of Columbus
Junior Auxiliary of Starkville
Samaritan's Purse
Service Dawgs
Starkville Academy Parent Association
Starkville Academy Room Mom
Starkville Community Market Board of
Directors
Starkville-Oktibbeha County Library Board
of Trustees
Starkville Soccer Association
University of Montevallo National Alumni
Association Junior Board of Directors

Mississippi State University’s High Performance Leadership
Institute (HPLI) trains education leaders in innovative designs
that rapidly change a school’s culture and practices in order to
dramatically shift school performance to higher levels. HPLI
schools create leadership teams that include administrators,
counselors, and teachers. HPLI teams from across the state work
together to allow for the exchange of ideas as well as to create
opportunities for solving key challenges. These challenges vary
among HPLI teams, but often include improving school culture,
implementing professional learning communities, enhancing
communication within the school and across the district, and
successfully applying data-driven instruction.
The two-year program includes on-campus training sessions,
on-site technical support for the schools, and site visits to high
performing schools in the state. This year’s technical support
included training on the new Mississippi Teacher Evaluation
System (MTES) and guidance for creating Professional Learning
Communities within the schools.
To date, HPLI has served 13 school districts encompassing
41 schools that create multiple teams from each district. The
41 schools are divided into eight cohorts, with 6-7 schools
participating on each team, representing over 150 individuals.
HPLI added cohorts seven and eight in FY14, which include teams
from Alcorn County, Oktibbeha County, and Winona School
Districts.
Funding for HPLI is provided in part by a grant from
the Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC) and
the Mississippi Department of Education (MDE). For
more information about HPLI, contact Lynn Eiland
at lynn.eiland@rcu.msstate.edu.
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HELP DESK
NEW!

The RCU Help Desk was implemented in August 2013 to increase efficiency of
customer service. Powered by SmarterTrack, the Help Desk allows users to submit
questions and requests via the web interface at helpdesk.rcu.msstate.edu or by
sending an email to helpdesk@rcu.msstate.edu.

TOTAL TICKETS
RECEIVED

TOTAL TICKETS GENERATED
BY PHONE CALLS

5,628

325

COMMON TOPICS:

34%
32%

Testing

16%

Application Data

13%

Help Desk
General Support

2%

Canvas Technical Support

2%

Print Requests

860

781

Curriculum & Training

Percentages are approximate.
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NUMBER OF HELP DESK
TICKETS BY MONTH
705
687

589
307
177
August 2013

712

323
227

260
June 2014

a total of 5,718 Help Desk tickets served

COMMUNICATION
Promoting the Value of Education
The RCU communication team provides strategic and creative solutions for public relations, educational
market research, and technical-analysis projects that generate a positive image of public education, promoting
its value to the state of Mississippi.
CONNECTIONS
CONNECTION
fall 2013

spring 2014

MASTER MINDS

TOP 5 REASONS
TO USE CANVAS

SCHOOL-BASED

ENTERPRISES

S

COVINGTON
COUNTY CAN
COMMUNICATE

SERVICE
LEARNING
ON THE
TRACE

Tech Masters Progr

am

JAELYN TAYLOR:
TECH MASTER
SCHOLAR

MAKING
IT COUNT

SHOWCASING
STUDENT SKILL
S

The RCU distributed two issues of Connections
in print and electronic formats to over 2,000
education stakeholders around the state.

PLANES, TRAINS,
AND AUTOMOBILES
New Logistics Pathway

PRINT & MULTIMEDIA PROJECTS

376

PRINT JOBS
COMPLETED

PRINT JOBS WERE COMPLETED FOR:
Career-technical
student organizations
Connections magazine
Conference materials
Reports

Pathways to Success
Training materials
And more
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MISSISSIPPI ASSESSMENT
CENTER 2.0

Owen reinvents the RCU’s assessment strategies
BY ALEXIS NORDIN
With the Mississippi Department of
Education’s Office of Career and Technical
Education (CTE) counting on him to
ensure electronic testing and reporting
procedures happen smoothly for over
40,000 CTE students annually, Sean Owen
understands intense pressure. But, unlike
most people, he welcomes that pressure. In
fact, it is the key to his success.
“I like pressure and having a lot of irons
in the fire,” said Owen. “It drives me to do
better.”
For Owen, life means working hard and
playing hard. Growing up in Vicksburg
as the son of a registered nurse and an
engineer, Owen was a talented athlete and
scholar at Warren Central High School,
with an interest in applied sciences and
an eye toward dental school. Academic
and athletic scholarships led him to the
University of Mississippi, where he played
soccer and completed a BS in biological
sciences with minors in chemistry and
psychology in 1994. He received an MS
in biological sciences from Delta State
University in 1997, where he performed
neuroanatomy research. “That’s how I
learned to do research—real research,”
recalled Owen.
The lab gave Owen his first taste of data
analysis, as well as how to build the IT
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infrastructures needed to
support that research. Soon,
he was recruited by thendepartment head Jerry
Gilbert into the biological
engineering
doctoral
program at Mississippi
State University.
Once enrolled at MSU,
“I knew I never wanted to
leave,” said Owen. As a graduate student,
he began working for the Center for
Educational and Training Technology
(CETT) in 2001. He helped school
districts incorporate more instructional
technology into classrooms, and as he
found himself visiting districts across the
state, he became hooked on “impactful
research” and a personal desire to give
back. “I loved being in the public school
system,” said Owen. “I don’t think I would
be what I am now without good teachers
and good coaches.” The CETT changed
the course of his career; he received a
PhD in education with a minor in teacher
technology education from MSU in 2006.
Owen left the CETT to join the RCU as an
agricultural curriculum specialist in 2009.
He was tapped as the manager of the unit’s
Mississippi Assessment Center in 2010.
The opportunity allowed Owen to make
CTE assessment procedures more

transparent, but it also thrust him into a
managerial role for the first time in his
career.
“Sean always brings a perspective when the
management team is discussing different
issues or opportunities that no one else
considers. He is a good listener and is very
reflective,” said Marilyn Bowen, manager
of the professional learning group at the
RCU.
Leading assessment to new heights
Under Owen’s direction, the RCU’s
assessment group implemented an
online testing system for CTE students,
the Mississippi Career Planning and
Assessment System, Edition 2 (MS-CPAS2).
The MS-CPAS2 test banks now include over
24,000 items written by CTE teachers, and
an improved item-analysis process has
dropped the test error rate from 2.38% to
0.30% within the four years that Owen has

led assessment. Also within the past four
years, eight CTE Career Pathways have
adopted performance-based assessments
developed by the RCU in partnership with
CTE teachers, impacting over 1,200 CTE
students statewide. Moreover, in 20132014 the RCU provided testing support to
approximately 1,700 CTE students taking
part in national certification exams.
In a related initiative, the RCU’s
assessment group introduced an educatorevaluation model in 2013-2014 that
ties student performance to teacher
evaluation. Thirty-nine CTE programs
in 117 school districts and over 14,000
students participated in the pilot year,
the results of which will be utilized to
build a model for all K-12 public school
teachers in Mississippi starting in 20152016. “None of these initiatives would
have been possible on these scales without
Sean’s leadership,” noted Betsey Smith,
associate director of CTE at the RCU.
New assessment tools mean additional
scheduling and reporting responsibilities
for the RCU’s assessment group, but
“Sean always makes us feel like we can
do any project, no matter how giant it
is,” said Mary Brook, assessment project
coordinator.
Active in many arenas
In addition to overseeing Assessment
for the RCU, Owen serves as an associate
research professor at the RCU and a lecturer
for the College of Education, with his

“I want to affect—in some small way—
instructional outcomes. We don’t want
teachers out there blindly throwing darts.”
- Sean Owen
research interests including educational
change, technology integration, and
educator effectiveness. He is an active
member of the International Society for
Technology in Education, the Association
of Career and Technical Education, and
the Who’s Who of Emerging Leaders in
America, as well as a former president of
the Mississippi Educational Computing
Association.
The same enthusiasm that compels Owen
to overachieve professionally also shapes
his home life. At 5 p.m., Owen may often
be found changing into his sports gear,
whether he is heading off to cheer on his
beloved Bulldogs, to coach his children’s
little league soccer or baseball teams, or to
train for a 5k with his son. He is a loving
family man, devoted to his wife, Emily,
and two children, Caroline and Jackson.
He serves as president of the Mississippi
Soccer Association and attends the First
United Methodist Church of Starkville,
as well as runs his own educational
technology startup, Octave, currently
servicing five school districts in
Mississippi. In his rare moments of down
time, Owen may be found watching Alfred
Hitchcock movies or reading novels by
John Grisham and Tom Clancy.

Owen has no plans to depressurize any
time soon. He hopes to watch the RCU’s
influence expand over the next decade
to alter CTE initiatives at a regional and
national level. “We can’t say that CTE is
having an impact until we know how it
is having an impact,” stressed Owen. His
preliminary research on CTE’s influence
on secondary graduation rates within
Mississippi is promising, and his newly
developed value-index model helps
districts select the most beneficial career
pathways based on their local employers’
needs.
Vision and diligence
While Owen’s vision is broad, he
ultimately wants the research to inform
the microcosm of a teacher’s individual
classroom. “Sean is continually improving
the assessment system to provide teachers
information that will enable them to
make adjustments in instruction to
impact students,” said Scott Kolle, a senior
research associate in the RCU’s curriculum
group.
Owen stated emphatically, “I want to
affect—in some small way—instructional
outcomes. We don’t want teachers out
there blindly throwing darts.”
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RCU NAMES NEW ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

From CTE teacher to CTE state leader
BY HEATHER CRAIG
Research
and
Curriculum Unit
(RCU) Associate
Director Betsey
Smith
defines
personal growth
at the RCU as
“understanding
Betsey Smith
adults
and
how
important
communication is to everyone.” The
use of the word “adult” might sound
strange to those who do not know that
Smith spent thirteen years as a career
and technical education (CTE) teacher in
West Monroe, Louisiana. After so many
years of teaching culinary arts and family
consumer science, Smith’s leadership
skills at the RCU filter through the lens of
her teacher origins.

Smith (center) meets with RCU colleagues.
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Smith began at the RCU as an
instructional design specialist (IDS) in
her area of expertise, writing curricula
for early childhood, culinary arts, and
family consumer science. Only a year
after arriving at her new job, she became
responsible for overseeing the writing
process for the other instructional design
specialists in addition to writing her own
curricula.
During her early years as an IDS, Smith
piloted Mississippi’s teacher academy
program. She is humble about the role she
played in creating the curriculum, which
is recognized by the Future Educators
Association as the premier curriculum
alongside Wisconsin’s. “A lot of people
contributed to [teacher academy],” she
said, “It would be unfair to take all the
credit.”

In her new post as associate director, Smith
serves as the RCU’s lead liaison to the
Mississippi Department of Education on
CTE matters and oversees all deliverables
on the $2.4 million CTE grant.
Smith’s humility plays a large role in
her success as a manager. She may have
gradually risen from IDS, to manager, to
associate director, but she explains that
she “doesn’t get caught up in titles.” She
emphasized that everyone at the RCU
are equals, saying that she knows each
individual’s work motivation is “the
betterment of the students.” Because of
this shared goal among RCU employees,
Smith said she has never had to change
her focus from her teaching days, even if
her position has changed over the years.
Smith may be humble about her work
at the RCU, but she does not hesitate to
mention the impact the RCU’s culture has
made on her. She said she understands
better the “importance of data on student
achievement,” noting that the more that
can be learned about students through
research and its resulting data, the more
places the RCU can improve learning in
Mississippi. About how her work in CTE
at the RCU has influenced her teaching
philosophy, Smith said, “If I were ever to
go back to teaching, I would be a better
teacher than before.”

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

21

UPDATED SECONDARY CURRICULA

PRESENTED TO BOARD AND APPROVED
NOVEMBER 2013

PRESENTED TO BOARD AND APPROVED
MARCH 2014

üüAgriculture Power and Machinery
üüAgriculture Technology and Mechanical Systems Core

Digital Media Technology
üü
Family and Consumer Science
üü

üüAutomotive Service Technician
üüDental Assisting Technology

Health Science Core
üü
Healthcare and Clinical Services
üü

üüEngineering
üüFood Products and Meats

Teacher Academy
üü

80

üüForestry
üüHVAC
üüIndustrial Maintenance
üüInformation and Communication Technology I
üüInformation and Communication Technology II
üüInformation Technology
üüInstallation and Service Core
üüLodging Hospitality and Tourism
üüSports Medicine
üüWelding

1,231
109,520
An estimated

programs

TEACHERS
PARTICIPATED
IN WRITING
CURRICULA.

and

students are impacted by the updated curricula.
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NEW STRIDES IN HEALTH EDUCATION

Mississippi’s health science pathway doubles course offerings in 2014
BY HEATHER CRAIG
The Research and Curriculum Unit’s
(RCU’s) Suzanne Tribble designed
two new courses for Mississippi career
and technical education (CTE) Health
Science pathway in 2014. Springing from
industry needs and students interests,
the new programs doubled the available
opportunities in the Health Science
pathway. Previously, Health Sciences and
Healthcare and Clinical Services were the
only secondary CTE opportunities for
Health Science students in the state, but
Dental Assisting and Sports Medicine
were added this year.
Currently, each new program is offered at
one Mississippi CTE center. Sorena Vinson
piloted the Dental Assisting program at
Brandon High School, and Kira Berch
piloted the Sports Medicine program at
Florence High School. Both teachers are
professionals in their respective field and
made extensive contributions to the RCU
in developing the teaching and assessment
materials for the courses. The two
programs are hands-on, with many hours
spent alongside professionals in the field.
In addition to being prepared to work in
a dental office or sports medicine clinic,
the students are provided a smoother
transition into higher education in these
fields.
“Dental Assisting and Sports Medicine
have brought variety to our health science
cluster,” said Betsey Smith, the RCU’s
14

associate director of
Career and Technical
Education.
“These
programs, like all other
CTE programs, also
benefit students before
exiting high school
by allowing them to
have the real-world
application and see if
this is something they
want to pursue further,”
she explained.
Merino Randle, a Health Science student at McKellar
The Sports Medicine
program offers a unique Technology Center in Columbus, reviews an X-ray image.

opportunity to its students by allowing
them on the sidelines during Florence
High School sporting events, where they
can interact with athletes and learn from
professionals who treat injuries on the
sidelines. “Some schools were already
having students that were interested in
this field assist on the sidelines during
athletic events, and [the new curriculum]
will allow students to get the classroom
theory and apply it while assisting student
athletes,” Smith said.
In the Sports Medicine classroom,
students are encouraged to conduct
research on common injuries, role-play
trauma response and therapy strategies,
and practice taping procedures in
addition to taking part in many other
hands-on practice activities. With
additional postsecondary education,
students’ future job opportunities range
from recreational therapists and physical
therapy technicians to coaches, scouts, and
dietitians. Jobs in the athletic-training
field as a whole are anticipated to grow
55% over the next six years on both the
state and national levels.
Much like the Sports Medicine students,
Dental Assisting students are offered
hands-on practice throughout their oneyear, lab-based course. Each student
completes 75 hours of chair-side assisting,
and units cover topics ranging from ethics
and patient privacy to creating dental
impressions and meeting Occupational
Safety and Health Administration
standards.

The RCU’s Ellen Shaw, who worked with
Tribble in creating the Dental Assisting
curriculum and standards, hopes that the
program will provide students the chance
to get a head start on their postsecondary
education. Shaw said, “students have an
opportunity [through completing the
Dental Assisting course] to have a formal
education in their area of interest and
enough hours to bypass some of their
classes at [the community college level],”
giving them a head start on a dependable
and enjoyable career in a dental office.
Smith agrees. “Dental assisting adds
value to school districts by allowing
dual credit/enrollment for students and
completing the majority of courses before
a student leaves high school,” said Smith,
adding “Dental assisting has a projected
employment growth of 12% by 2020 in
Mississippi.”
Shaw noted that while dental assistants
are currently a mainstay in metropolitan
areas that boast larger dental practices,
smaller dentists’ offices could benefit from
the new course by employing successful
completers as well. “My daughter has
worked in a dentist’s office for years,
and I do not think they have ever had an
assistant. This could really help them,”
Shaw explained, as she tapped a copy
of the curriculum. She has complete
confidence that the program will benefit
the industry by relieving dentists and
hygienists of some of their workload. She
also notes that program completers could
easily go on to further their education
to become dental hygienists or dentists
because the curriculum was designed with

higher education in mind.
Indeed, both of the new programs offer
an easy transition to the postsecondary
education world. Tribble noted that in
writing both curricula, the RCU worked
with administrators to encourage future
success for students in the new Health
Science pathways. The sports medicine
programs at the University of Southern
Mississippi and Delta State University
offer articulation agreements with the
Florence High School’s Sports Medicine
program. Similarly, the Mississippi
Department of Education was able to work
with Hinds Community College to allow
Brandon High School students to earn
dual credit as they successfully complete
the Dental Assisting program.
Tribble encourages other districts to
consider offering the new pathways,
saying that the reward of designing a new
curriculum is that it can help CTE centers
throughout Mississippi meet industry
demands and student interest in their
local area. “Developing the new programs
is really a major step,” said Tribble. “As we
find out what programs are needed in one
place, then other schools can take them
and use them to meet their students’ needs
as well,” she explained. Both programs are
written to meet national standards in the
field, so a successful completer of either
will be prepared to work anywhere in the
nation.
For more information about Sports
Medicine and Dental Assisting, contact
Suzanne Tribble at suzanne.tribble@rcu.
msstate.edu.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS &
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
KRISTEN DECHERT������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������MSU Communications Council
CC
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������VP Programs, MSU/Starkville Public Relations Association of Mississippi

LYNN EILAND�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������MSU Institutional Effectiveness Committee
CC
JULIE JORDAN������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ SEDL Board of Directors
CC
SCOTT KOLLE��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Career Pathways Collaborative
CC
ROSLYN MILLER����������������������� Webmaster & Newsletter Editor, Mississippi Council of Teachers of Mathematics
CC
���������������������������������������������������������������������Referee, National Council of Teachers of Mathematics journal, Mathematics Teacher

ALEXIS NORDIN������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������MSU ESL Center
CC
SEAN OWEN����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Career Pathways Collaborative
CC
DENISE SIBLEY����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Career Pathways Collaborative
CC
BRAD SKELTON���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Career Pathways Collaborative
CC
MICHELLE TAYLOR�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������VP, Mississippi Business Educators Association
CC
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������US Federal Reserve Board Educator Advisory Board

JO ANN WATTS�������������������������������������������������������������������Job Demonstration Skills Competition Volunteer, SkillsUSA
CC
��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Corporate Board Member, SkillsUSA
��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Skills Testing and Competition Scoring Organizer, SkillsUSA
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������Welding Competition Co-Organizer, SkillsUSA
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NATIONAL
PRESENTATIONS

Dechert, K. (2014, May).
Using a needs assessment to affect public perception of CTE
in Mississippi. Poster presented at the Chicago International
Conference on Education, Chicago, IL.
Dechert, K., & Nordin, A. (2014, May).
CTE educators’ roles in implementing statewide administratorand teacher-evaluation systems in Mississippi. Paper presented at
the meeting of the National Association of Career and Technical
Education Information, Louisville, KY.
Dechert, K., Nordin, A., & Kappler, L. (2014, May).
Developing and implementing educator-evaluation systems
in Mississippi. Paper presented at the Chicago International
Conference on Education, Chicago, IL.
Irvin, L. (2013, December).
The eeny, meeny, miny, mo approach to strategic problem
solving with teams. Presented at the Association for Career and
Technical Education CareerTech Vision, Las Vegas, NV.
Jackson, C., & Taylor, M. (2014, June).
Faster than a speeding bullet! Able to leap tall buildings in a single
bound! It’s Canvas! Presented at InstructureCon, Park City, UT.
Long, L., Owen, S., & Nordin, A. (2013, October).
Lessons from two models to improve effectiveness and attrition
in new alternate-route educators. Presented at the Consortium for
Research on Educational Assessment and Teaching Effectiveness,
Atlanta, GA.
Miller, L., & Brown, A. (2013, October).
Using performance-based assessment as an authentic measure
of student learning in career and technical education programs.
Presented at the Consortium for Research on Educational
Assessment and Teaching Effectiveness, Atlanta, GA.
Miller, R. (2014, April).
Learning to teach secondary mathematics in the rural South.
Presented at the meeting of the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, New Orleans, LA.
Miller, R. (2013, October).
Test preparation and mathematics achievement. Poster presented
at the Consortium for Research on Educational Assessment and
Teaching Effectiveness, Atlanta, GA.
Nordin, A., Miller, R., & Owen, S. (2013, October).
Redesigning principal evaluation in Mississippi for a new breed
of educator. Paper presented at the Consortium for Research on

Educational Assessment and Teaching Effectiveness, Atlanta,
GA.
Owen, S., Nordin, A., & Lim, Y. B. (2014, May).
A multi-cohort analysis of graduation rates and contributing
factors in secondary CTE students. Paper presented at the meeting
of the National Association of Career and Technical Education
Information, Louisville, KY.
Owen, S., Nordin, A., & Lim, Y. B. (2013, October).
Determining an appropriate value-index model for career and
technical education. Paper presented at the Consortium for
Research on Educational Assessment and Teaching Effectiveness,
Atlanta, GA.
Owen, S., Nordin, A., & Lim, Y. B. (2013, October).
Graduation rates and contributing factors in CTE students
versus traditional academic students. Paper presented at the
Consortium for Research on Educational Assessment and
Teaching Effectiveness, Atlanta, GA.
Owen, S., Nordin, A., & Miller, R. (2013, October).
Designing an online common assessment system for career and
technical education programs. Presented at the Consortium for
Research on Educational Assessment and Teaching Effectiveness,
Atlanta, GA.
Taylor, M., & Jackson, C. (2014, June).
H.E.R.O (helping educators revitalize occupational courses).
Presented at InstructureCon, Park City, UT.

STATE
PRESENTATIONS
Kappler, L. (2014, March).
Developing professional growth goals—Putting the pieces
together. Presented at the Program for Research and Evaluation
for Public Schools and Mississippi Association of Partners in
Education 2014 Conference, Philadelphia, MS.
Long, L., Wilson, B., & White, L. (2014, June).
Accountability standard #21: Think left, think right, think low,
and think high! Presented at the meeting of the Mississippi
Association of Federal Education Program Directors, Jackson,
MS.
Miller, R. (2013, September).
Addressing M-STAR teaching practices in secondary
mathematics. Presented at the meeting of the Mississippi Council
of Teachers of Mathematics, Biloxi, MS.
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CURRENT GRANTS & CONTRACTS
Project Name

Funding Agency

Project Period

Career and Technical Education

Mississippi Department of Education

July 1, 2013 - June 30, 2014

$2,150,000.00

Mississippi Department of Education

July 1, 2013 - June 30, 2014

$1,500,000.00

Appalachian Regional Commission
No-cost extension

October 1, 2009 September 30, 2015

$897,865.00

MSCPAS2 (MAC)

Mississippi Department of Education

January 12, 2007 - June 30, 2016

$489,928.15

Performance-Based
Compensation

Appalachian Regional Commission

October 1, 2012 September 30, 2014

$304,563.00

Teacher Center

Mississippi Department of Education

July 19, 2013 - June 30, 2014

$185,900.00

Teacher Education for Rural
Middle Schools

U.S. Department of Education

October 1, 2011 September 30, 2016

$185,000.00

Construction Education

Mississippi Department of Education

July 1, 2013 - June 30, 2014

$150,000.00

Mississippi Principal
Evaluation System

Mississippi Department of Education

July 19, 2013 - June 30, 2014

$98,500.00

IHL Counselor Training

No-cost extension

June 1, 2009 - December 31, 2013

$62,023.00

 IHL Counselor Training

Renewal

February 25, 2014 December 31, 2014

$10,391.28

Intermodal

National Center for Intermodal Transportation
for Economic Competitiveness

July 1, 2012 - December 31, 2013

$50,091.00

Counseling

Mississippi Department of Education

July 19, 2013 - June 30, 2014

$50,000.00

Excellence for All

Mississippi Department of Education

July 19, 2013 - June 30, 2014

$48,000.00

Mississippi Delta Workforce
Funding Collaborative

MDWFC Project

April 1, 2012 - April 30, 2014

$44,030.00

MS Works

Mississippi Department of Education

July 19, 2013 - June 30, 2014

$18,000.00

Engineering

Mississippi Department of Education

November 1, 2013 - June 30, 2014

Governor’s Performance-Based
Compensation Pilot
High Performance
Leadership Institute
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Funding

$9,162.50

FUNDING SUMMARY
FISCAL YEAR

2012 - 2013

MISSISSIPPI
DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION GRANTS
& CONTRACTS

OTHER GRANTS &
CONTRACTS

TOTAL VALUE

FISCAL YEAR

2013 - 2014

$3,481,566 $4,699,491
$62,023 $1,553,963
$5,050,339 $6,253,454

of all current grants and contracts
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